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Dear reader
Will future stores become retail theatres?
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The traditional concept of a store changed a long, long time ago. The
advent of e-commerce has given a new flip to the already challenged
stores with the handset savvy customers deserting them for digital
convenience.
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Retail design and branding agencies are working overtime to
transform retail spaces to promote the idea of the store as not just
a space to buy and sell goods, but a place for shoppers to have
memorable experiences.
“Stores of the future will move from being static places of buying
to living, working environments and ecosystems. Retailers need to
think of themselves as a host or a curator. If I think of a food retailer,
customers already expect them to be a specialist and an expert,” says
Interstore creative director Nathan Watts.
If retailers are essentially entertainers, then retail spaces will have
to be media for brand experiences and stories. It could be a visual
magazine or a radio channel and a marketing portal. Such space can
create a powerful, and emotionally galvanising experience, to create
an essential level brand affinity, trust and allegiance.
The store spaces may be smaller, the footfall will be lesser, but
the impact of the store is going to be much higher. An Epson
commissioned survey reveals that 92% of respondents in the UAE
indicated they would change their shopping behaviour if more
shopping destinations had an experiential element, rising to 94% of
Generation Z and 93% of Millennials. The study also shows that such
experiences in retail stores would attract increased spending. About
24% of UAE consumers say they would shop in a new store if it offered
an experiential element.
Watts says that retailers will need to think faster about how to attract
new audiences and increase frequency. They will need to establish
their own new paradigms to engage and remain relevant.
Even the rules of customer acquisition are changing. Earlier retailers
may have spent considerable amounts to bring customers into their
store. Future stores with live performances could have customers
paying to experience what it has to offer.
Watch out for the January 2021 edition, a collector’s piece, with the
post-show reports on MRF 2020 and RetailME Awards.
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CONTACT US
NOW TO BOOK A
CONSULTATION

DO YOUR PRODUCT
CLAIMS MEET
ADVERTISING
REGULATIONS?
Ayton Global Research is a leading provider
of consumer research providing a global service
to major international brands. We specialise in
making the very best advertising claims that the
law will allow for all global retail platforms.
Our clients include luxury cosmetic brands,
global contract manufacturers and large retail
chains. Whether you are importing or exporting
to MENA, our specialist expertise in this territory
will ensure your brand is a success.
With over 10,000 studies on record,
our company has been widely recognised
across the globe for providing the most
reliable and efficient service to robustly
support your advertising claims.

• In-home Consumer Studies
• Detailed Marketing Gap Analysis
• Advertising Claim Substantiation
• Bespoke Study Advice

For further information contact
enquiry@aytonresearch.com
+44 (0) 1749 344464
www.aytonglobalresearch.com
Ayton Global Research, West Cranmore Quarry,
Shepton Mallet, BA4 4QP, UK
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CASE STUDY

Source: shutterstock.com

THE MONEYMAKING GREENS

Uncovering the Middle East’s vegan revolution
Story: Shruthi Nair

T

oday's on-demand streaming
services are ripe with docu-series
and explainer videos on the vegan
revolution that is happening globally.
When Kip Andersen's Cowspiracy came
out in 2014, it did not just shock the
world of the environmental impact
of animal agriculture, but it started
various mainstream conversations
around livestock rearing. With more
of these dialogues taking place in the
media in the last decade, more people
are adopting the vegan and plant-based
lifestyle.
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According to calculations,
as of September 2020, there are
approximately 78 million vegans in
the world. As a result, there has been
a progressive spike in demand for
vegan products - from food items to
cosmetics, and even clothing labels.
Vegan products are fast filling up
and flying off the shelves of major
department stores. For example,
Waitrose in the UK reported that
vegan and veggie barbecue food sales
soared by 80% this year. Back in 2018,
they had launched vegan sections in

5

%

More than
of Israel’s population
claims to be vegan.
more than 130 stores after increasing
its vegan and vegetarian product
range by 60%. Tesco, the UK's largest
supermarket, recently committed to
boosting sales of meat alternatives by
300% within five years by 2025.

